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Rearrangement of Sentence Questions for IBPS Clerk 

Pre, SBI Clerk Pre, RRB Asst. Pre 

Rearrangement of Sentence 11 

Directions: Given below are some statements which have been broken down 
into four fragments labeled (A), (B), (C) and (D) and arranged, not necessarily in 
the correct order. You are required to find the correct order and mark it as your 
answer from the options given below. In case, the statement is correct in its 
original form, mark (E) as your answer. 
 

1. 2016, but little money has come in as retailers want (A) / like soaps and 
shampoos for customers (B) / permission to stock a few non-food items (C) / 
100% FDI was allowed in the food retail  business in (D) 

A. CBAD  B. BACD   C. BADC   D. DACB  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

2. of plastic articles also show little (A) / remain on paper while the producers 
(B) / the Solid Waste Management Rules mostly (C) / concern about their 
negative environmental impact (D) 

A. CABD  B. CBAD   C. DBCA   D. DABC 
E. No rearrangement required 
 

3. A federation of 130 farmer bodies has decided (A) / dairy produce to major 
cities and hold a (B) / to stop supplies of vegetables and (C) / dharna on 30 
national highways to protest against rising prices (D) 

A. ACBD  B. BCDA   C. CABD   D. CBDA  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

4. the dignity of the government lies in its moral (A)/ capacity to perceive and 
confront the lived truth, (B)/ such as the widespread despair, frustration, and 
(C)/ irreparable loss of dignity leading to farmers’ suicides (D)/ 

A. BCAD  B. CDBA   C. ADCB   D. DCAB  
E. No rearrangement required 

 



 

 

5. the Emergency, the real story of the buying and selling of the media began 
with (A)/ of media organisations began to be chipped away at until it 
disappeared (B)/ the advent of liberalisation, when the wall dividing the 
business from the editorial side (C)/ leaving aside the compromises the majority 
of media houses made in the 1970s during (D)/ 

A. DACB  B. DBCA   C. CBDA   D. BCAD  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

6. of tracking the level as well as the dynamics of CPI (A)/ economists 
constructed an online price index (B)/ using food and beverage data from a 
prominent (C)/ online marketplace to show that the index is capable (D)/ 

A. DCBA  B. ABDC   C. BCDA   D. CBAD  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

7. even though the e-commerce industry is (A)/ penetration has largely taken 
place only in (B)/ growing at the rate of over 60% per year, market (C)/ the 10-
odd major metropolitan areas of India (D)/ 

A. BADC  B. DBAC   C. CADB   D. ACBD  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

8. to be considered an identity proof for a majority (A)/ just as during the 1980s 
and 1990s, the ration card used (B)/ by the passport which for many is a 
document of identity (C)/ of the population in India, today its place has been 
taken (D)/ 

A. ACBD  B. CABD   C. BADC   D. BDCA  

E. No rearrangement required 

 

9. Walter Benjamin offers a critique of violence that (A)/ in his 1921 essay, the 
“Critique of Violence,” (B)/ pervades European democracies that are built (C)/ 
on the conception of positive, historical legal systems (D)/ 

A. BDAC  B. ACBD   C. BACD   D. DCBA  
E. No rearrangement required 

 



 

 

10. what cannot be ignored is an onslaught of (A)/ while most of the world acts 

as (B)/ more-frequent extreme weather events. (C) though it denies climate 

change, (D)/ 

A. BADC  B. BDAC   C. CBAD   D. BCAD  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

 

 

 

 

Correct answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

D B A E A C D C C B 

 

Explanations: 

1. The fragment most suitable as the first one is D. 
 
Connectors: 
D and A: 
D: 100% FDI was allowed in the food retail business in 
A: 2016, but little money has come in as retailers want 
 
A and C: 
A: 2016, but little money has come in as retailers want 
C: permission to stock a few non-food items 
 
C and B: 
C: permission to stock a few non-food items 
B: like soaps and shampoos for customers 
 
The correct sequence is D-A-C-B. 
 
Hence, option D is correct. 
 
 



 

 

2.  The ideal first fragment is C clearly. 
 
Connectors: 
 
C and B: 
C: The Solid Waste Management Rules mostly 
B: remain on paper while the producers 
 
B and A: 
B: remain on paper while the producers 
A: of plastic articles also show little 
 
A and D: 
A: of plastic articles also show little 
D: concern about their negative environmental impact 
 
The correct sequence is C-B-A-D. 
 
Hence, option B is correct. 
 
 

3. The most suitable first fragment is A here. 

 
Connectors: 
A and C: 
A federation of 130 farmer bodies has decided 
C: to stop supplies of vegetables and 
 
C and B: 
C: to stop supplies of vegetables and 
B: dairy produce to major cities and hold a 
 
B and D: 
B: dairy produce to major cities and hold a 
D: dharna on 30 national highways to protest against rising prices 
 
The correct sequence is A-C-B-D. 
 
Hence, option A is correct. 
 
 

4.  The original sequence is correct and there is no need to rearrange it. 
Hence, option E is correct. 



 

 

 

5. The first fragment is clearly D as no other fragment provides a sensible starting point. 
 
Connectors: 
 
D and A: 
D: Leaving aside the compromises the majority of media houses made in the 1970s during 
A: the Emergency, the real story of the buying and selling of the media began with 
 
A and C: 
A: the Emergency, the real story of the buying and selling of the media began with 
C: the advent of liberalisation, when the wall dividing the business from the editorial side 
 
C and B: 
C: the advent of liberalisation, when the wall dividing the business from the editorial side 
B: of media organisations began to be chipped away at until it disappeared 
The correct sequence is D-A-C-B. 
 
Hence, option A is correct.  
 
 

6. The first fragment is clearly B as no other fragment fits in. 
 
Connectors: 
B: Economists constructed an online price index 
C: using food and beverage data from a prominent 
 
C: using food and beverage data from a prominent 
D: online marketplace to show that the index is capable 
 
D: online marketplace to show that the index is capable 
A: of tracking the level as well as the dynamics of CPI 
The correct sequence is B-C-D-A. 
 
Hence, option C is correct. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

7. The first fragment is either A or D. However, if we keep D as the first statement, none of 
the other statements would follow logically. Hence, A is the first statement. 
 
Connectors: 
A: Even though the e-commerce industry is 
C: growing at the rate of over 60% per year, market 
 
C: growing at the rate of over 60% per year, market 
B: penetration has largely taken place only in 
 
B: penetration has largely taken place only in 
D: the 10-odd major metropolitan areas of India 
The correct sequence is A-C-B-D. 
 
Hence, option D is correct. 
 

 

 

8.  The only option that fits in as the first fragment is B. 
 
Connectors: 
B and A: 
B: just as during the 1980s and 1990s, the ration card used 
A: to be considered an identity proof for a majority 
 
A and D: 
A: to be considered an identity proof for a majority 
D: of the population in India, today its place has been taken 
 
D and C: 
D: of the population in India, today its place has been taken 
C: by the passport which for many is a document of identity 
The correct sequence is B-A-D-C. 
 
The correct option is C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

9. The first fragment is either A or B. On closer inspection, B is the better fit as we need to 

introduce the title of the essay first before talking about it. 
 
Connectors: 
B and A: 
B: In his 1921 essay, the “Critique of Violence,” 
A: Walter Benjamin offers a critique of violence that 
A and C: 
A: Walter Benjamin offers a critique of violence that 
C: pervades European democracies that are built 
 
 
C and D: 
C: pervades European democracies that are built 
D: on the conception of positive, historical legal systems 
The correct sequence is B-A-C-D. 
  
Hence, option C is correct. 
 
 

10. The first fragment is either D or A. If we keep A as the first one, D does not find any 
place while the reverse is not true. Hence, we put D as the first statement. 
 
Connectors: 
B and D: 
B: While most of the world acts as 
D: though it denies climate change, 
 
D and A: 
D: though it denies climate change, 
A: what cannot be ignored is an onslaught of 
 
A and C: 
A: what cannot be ignored is an onslaught of 
C: more-frequent extreme weather events. 
The correct sequence is B-D-A-C. 
 
Hence, option B is correct. 
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